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Welcome to the publishing world

I am Michelle

Forsyth, a bestselling

author, author coach

& productivity coach.

I teach women how

to find and share

their voices with the

world.
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There are many misconceptions about writing and

publishing. I want to clear a few of these up to enable
you to move forward with your dream of being a

published author.

Becoming an author is a journey filled with excitement,
self-doubt, and passion. If you are passionate about
your project and follow the guidelines in this eBook,
you can become a successful author and create the

life you desire. 
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Why do you want to write a book?
There is tremendous power of
knowing your why. This knowledge
will help you in more ways than you
can count, especially when you're
feeling down and struggling with the
process.

Know your Why

Who will want to read your book? What will they gain
from reading your book? Like anything you create for
your business: a webinar, service, or hosting an event -
knowing who will want to read your book is essential.
Understanding your audience is key to success with
your book and all programs, offers, speaking gigs, and
more leveraged from your book.

Know your Audience
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When it comes to the act of
writing your book, it is
intimidating to get started.
The truth is, you already have
the tools you need to write
your book. Google Docs,
Microsoft Word, or even a text
editing document like Notepad
or Text Editor on a Mac are all
you need to create your book.
With audio recording and
dictation built-in with Word
and audio transcription
services, it is even easier to
get your ideas out of your
head and into your book. 

Embrace being
an Author
HAVING THE AUTHOR'S
MINDSET CAN FEEL WEIRD
AT FIRST, ESPECIALLY IN
THE WRITING PHASE.
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CREATE & FOLLOW A
SCHEDULE

 
Decide how often and
how long each writing
session will be. Will
you write every day,
weekday, during
weekends, or one
weekend a month?
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SET A GOAL

Based on how often you plan to work on your book,
how long will it take? If you spend even an hour a day,
you can write a non-fiction book in less than 6 months.
The more time you spend, the faster the process is
completed. I wrote my book while working full-time or
working on my business full-time and finished it in
about 9 months using 10 - 30 minute time blocks
(sometimes longer, but this was the average time
spent each time.)
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BE PREPARED
Whether you're writing a book based on your personal
story or a how-to guide, writing is an emotional
process. Be prepared for emotions and self-doubt to
creep in. Watch for procrastination habits and prepare
countermeasures for when those show up.

STAY ACCOUNTABLE
Especially taking on a project like writing a book can
feel very uncomfortable. Procrastination habits love
to show up and take over. With an accountability
buddy to stay on track, this can make the difference
between dreaming of writing a book and publishing it.

Staying on Track
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Start using your
book as a
marketing tool
immediately.
Add "author of
the upcoming
book "Book
Title" to your
bios & your
elevator pitch.

These are pieces of the puzzle that keep you moving
forward, making your final product a professional

showcase of your expertise.

Do's & Don'ts
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JUST START 

There are always
reasons why not
to do something
that takes us
outside of our
comfort zone.
Your time is
now.

CREATE A BUZZ

Start sharing
that you're
writing a book
as soon as you
make the
decision. Share
with your
friends, family,
clients & on
social media. 

MARKETING 
 STARTS NOW
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Do's & Don'ts
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HIRE
PROFESSIONALS

The finished
product is a
reflection of
your words,
editor, designer
& book cover.
Your cover will
be a deciding
factor; make it
stand out.  

BE REALISTIC

It's a dream to
write a book, it's
unusual for it to
make a lot of
money, but you
can get back
your investment
and leverage it
for other things.

BE FAIR

If this isn't for
you, it isn't for
you. Focus on
what's essential
for you to but
don't run from it.
If you're saying,
it's not for you,
be sure it's not
fear talking.
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THE STRESS FACTOR

SELF-EDITING

Do not edit while you write. Just write.
When you're ready to edit, then you can
go back and review. I wrote the entire
draft before I went back to edit. Some
write a chapter and edit, whichever
method works for you.

Do not stress. You've likely heard the
saying "trust the process." It's tough to
do when you're sharing a piece of
yourself with the world like in a book.
Whether you're writing a technical how-
to book or a memoir, your book is
coming from your heart, and it can feel
overwhelming at times. Enjoy the
process of sharing your message and
have fun with it.
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ALL BY MYSELF

RUSHING THE PROCESS

While writing is a solitary experience,
you don't have to do it on your own.
With support and guidance along the
way, you can write and publish your
book without having to feel like you're
on a deserted island the whole time.
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 Especially if we're writing a book on
the side of your primary income
source like a full-time job, full-time
business, or a job and a side hustle, it
is tempting to think fast is better to
get it done. Rushing can turn out an
amateur product or stop the project
because other priorities take over
when you pressure yourself to
complete it quickly. 
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Publishing
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TRADITIONAL PUBLISHING

Typically need an agent to be considered. 
They will pay you an advance, but your royalties
must cover the advance. Taxable income Royalties
must cover the advance.If royalties do not cover
the advance, they may take it out of your next book
or refuse to publish any other books.
Royalty is usually around $1 per book. 
You do not have control over design, including
cover and interior. The publisher makes all those
decisions. (Pro and con for this - they pay for this
work to be done.)
Unless you are in the top 3% of authors, they will
not provide any marketing services.
A big-name publisher listed on your book adds to
your credibility as an author.
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Out-of-pocket costs upfront before you see any
income from your book - approximately $2K - 3K)
All royalties are yours to keep.
Wholesale copies have a lower print cost.
Your book's sales largely depend on your
marketing - hiring marketing experts to help boost
your sales and increase your costs initially.
Establish your book goals (know your why). Is it
about selling your book or getting your message
out? With your book as an essential credibility
piece of your marketing platform, is it vital that it
sells in high volume or that you use it as a pivotal
piece for speaking gigs, courses, and other
programs or products you sell?

SELF-PUBLISHING WITH
YOUR COMPUTER
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 Similar to traditional publishing, where they look
after the design, editing, or cover. Unlike traditional
publishing, you may have input on those choices.
Unlike traditional publishing, no agent is required. It
is a "pay to play" scenario; you give them your
manuscript and pay for their services. They ask for
a payment, a percentage of your royalties & a
portion of wholesale book order. Approximately
$4K - 70K (not a typo.)
Hidden fees - read the contract thoroughly,
especially if they promise "no cost to publish your
book." The saying, it's too good to be true, holds
fast in these situations.
Warning: some of these publishers are not the best
communicators - it can be hard to ask questions,
quality may be low on the final product & they do
not always have a system in place for wholesale
book orders.
Royalties will be around $1/printed book (less for
e-books.)
Reporting may also be lacking (finding out how
many books sold).
A well-known-name publisher listed on your book
adds to your credibility as an author.

VANITY/HYBRID (LULU, IUNIVERSE, BALBOA)
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https://www.lulu.com/
https://www.iuniverse.com/
https://www.balboapress.com/


SELF-PUBLISHING SERVICES 
(TRANSCENDENT PUBLISHING, 

AS YOU WISH PUBLISHING)
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Small publishing houses offer various custom
packages that include: interior formatting, editing,
cover design, etc., or recommend people they've
had success in those areas before.
Print-on-demand publishing through Kindle Direct
Publishing (KDP) provides 100% royalties with
lower print costs.
These companies use one flat fee for whichever
publishing package you choose.
No hidden fees or extra fees; you know what you're
getting with your package. 
A publisher listed on your book adds to your
credibility as an author vs. "published by Your
Name."

https://www.transcendentpublishing.com/
https://www.asyouwishpublishing.com/
https://stepsteppick.com/


Identify why I want to write a book

Identify my ideal reader & why they want to read 
my book

2-3 sentence summary of book (what problem
does my book solve & what will people
know/understand/feel after reading it?

Create writing schedule

Find an accountability buddy

Checklist

PREPARATION
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Set a goal for completing my book by:
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Title

Subtitle

Cover mock-up while writing for social media &
personal motivation

Outline

Research

Checklist

CREATING YOUR BOOK

STEPSTEPPICK.COM

Marketing strategy implemented while writing

Draft Completed

Self-editing & revision

ISBN & Barcode

https://stepsteppick.com/


Publisher selected
Editor hired
Final edits completed
Book interior formatted
eBook formatting

Checklist

DESIGN, PUBLISHING & MORE
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Cover designer hired
Cover approved
Keywords selected (Amazon)
Category selected

Marketing strategy implemented for launch
  & on-going

Blurb/book description written (Amazon
description & back cover description)

Launch strategy created & scheduled
Book launch team selected

https://stepsteppick.com/


Hire audiobook producer

Hire audiobook narrator or record narration

Review & approve music intro & outro

Approve final audiobook version

Publish audio version to various platforms

Checklist

OPTIONAL: AUDIOBOOK

STEPSTEPPICK.COM
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Thank You...

michelle@stepsteppick.com
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https://www.facebook.com/mmforsythwrites
https://twitter.com/mmforsythwrites
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQxRuz3Ztyfi3iBu1Ef8FmQ
https://www.instagram.com/michellemforsyth
https://stepsteppick.com/
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